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edarville College was founded 
prayer, has been maintained in faith,  
and suglorted by sacrifice: and long  '= 
after this generation shall have run its 
race, Cedarville College will live to  
enrich the natidn, gladden the church, _  
and bless theWorld; and with tbeelus 
_ 
it will grow in-material equipnialt —  
until it becomes the joy of this atom   
nity and is numbered high am — - —  
favoredxolleges of our coun_  
These word s were uttered by-AYAbert  
Renwick McChesney, secondrpresident 
of _Cedarville College, in his inaugural -
address on November 12. 1915. They= —  
reflect his knowledge of what had 
_
occurred in the past and an amazingly  
accurate assent of what would-- 
happen in theThfilre. He could not   
begin to envision, however, how
uneven the path to success would be.
Along that path walked many
people: people of prayer, vision, and   
sacrifice; people who served as
trustet -1_ administrators, faculty, and -- 
staff;4Arents who entrusted the educa 
tion of their children to the faculty:
students who came with a desire to  
grow and learn: people who made: 
wise decisions that led to great
success—and others who made poor 
decisions that led to failures and 
disappointment.
The distinguishing characteristic of 
the people who founded Cedarville 
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Heritage continued
was their firm commitment to principles of biblical
Christianity. This same commitment is seen in the
people who maintain it. Reformed Presbyterians founded
the college "For the Crown and Covenant of Christ"
(college corporate seal). Regular Baptists have main-
tained it "For the Word of God and the Testimony of
Jesus Christ" (Rev. 1:9). The mission and objectives of
the institution mark it as a distinctly Christian college.
The doctrinal statements of both the Presbyterians and
Baptists reveal a firm commitment to the basic principles
of historic fundamentalism.
The thesis of this volume may be stated very simply.
There were three keys to the early success of Cedarville
College. First, a strong tie to a church constituency,
the General Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church in North America. Second, strong executive
leadership, as seen in Rev. David McKinney and W.
Renwick McChesney. Third, a strong tie with the local
community.
Gradually, Cedarville College lost all three. In 1928
the General Synod released the college to a self-
perpetuating board. Two years later that board seriously
undermined their executive leadership. Subsequently,
circumstances caused the college to lose respect in the
eyes of the community.
Through its last decade as a Presbyterian institution,
Cedarville was a college in trauma. The trustees were
forced to deplete the endowment because none of the
prerequisites for success were in place. Realizing they
could continue no longer, the trustees sought new
leadership for their beloved college. In an act of
gracious Christian statesmanship, they turned the
campus over to a group of Regular Baptists representing
the Baptist Bible Institute of Cleveland.
The Regular Baptists began to redevelop the three
key elements necessary for success. They gradually
built a strong tie with the General Association of
Regular Baptist Churches. Executive leadership
emerged in the person of James T. Jeremiah and was
continued by Paul Dixon. Through the years a strong,
positive relationship was reestablished with the Village
of Cedarville, Greene County and the greater Miami
Valley.
In the process, Cedarville College has established a
unique niche for itself. Its strong liberal arts emphasis
provides a framework for its sensitivity to the new
educational needs of the information age and the
demands of the professions.
Over the course of the century of its existence, many
people have passed through the halls of Cedarville
College. Over 10,000 students have enrolled in classes
since 1894. Seven hundred and eight had graduated by
1953; and since then, there have been 5,327. Hundreds
of others have labored as trustees, administrators,
faculty, and staff. These people have influenced one
another in dramatic ways.
Cedar Day Festivities
Cedar Day is the oldest tradition of celebration at Cedarville College. Festivi-
ties of yesteryear included crowning of a queen, a pageant, and maypole dances.
In the sixties and seventies Cedar Day gave opportunity for a fun spring day
complete with water activities on the lake and an outdoor picnic for students.
Today Cedar Day is part of a Parents Weekend which begins with Honors Day
and abounds with activities: plays, concerts, craft and art exhibits, and outdoor
events. Regardless of the change in activity through the years, a quote in the 1926
Cedrus describes the day best: "Cedar Day at Cedarville College is a day of
reunion; and an old-fashioned, quaint holiday for the College, town, and commu-
nity. May it never become a day of the past."
Andrew Rhind
Michael Boyes
(not pictured: Brian Phipps)
Bickett
Scholarship
Continues
To Assist
Students
In 1982, members of the family of John W.
Bickett had the vision to begin a scholarship
fund designed to assist students preparing
for pastoral or missionary vocations.
Mr. Bickett was the first graduate of
Cedarville College and went into pastoral
ministry.
The family designated the scholarship
funds for students planning seminary or
language study after graduation. Heritage
alumni of Cedarville College have continued
to endow the fund. To date, 15 students have
been Bickett Scholarship Award recipients.
Thank you to the many Heritage alumni
who have made this scholarship possible.
Your contributions are appreciated.
Celebrating
50 Years
In 1987 the Alumni Association began a
tradition of holding 50-year reunions
during the June commencement weekend.
The classes of 1937 through 1941 have
celebrated this monumental occasion with
a banquet held in their honor, attendance at
the commencement exercises, and a lunch-
eon in the President's Dining Room.
Many of the classes have presented gifts
c. 1903 c.1980
Vera Andrew Harvey's
106th BirthdayVera Andrew Harvey celebrated her 106th birthday on
February 8, 1991. The oldest known living alumnus of
Cedarville College, Mrs. Harvey received her diploma
in 1903.
Vera is a resident of Huntington, West Virginia, and
has been named the second Poet Laureate Emeritus of
the state. She returned to the Cedarville campus in 1977
for a heritage alumni reunion and presented a poetic
composition reflecting on Cedarville's history and her
friendship with the college.
Mrs. Harvey has published two books of poetry
entitled Touching the Stars and Forget-Me-Nots. Along
with her poetry, Vera has also been involved with the
West Virginia State Federation of Women's Clubs and
served as chair of the centennial poetry committee
during West Virginia's Centennial.
Sisters And Friends
Grace (Wigal '29) Cosgray and Edith (Wigal
'29) Clark fondly remember their years at Ce-
darville College. Edith writes, "This picture of
Grace and me was taken after graduation on
June 7, 1929. The car in the picture belonged to
our brother and was the means of transportation
for us and some other Jamestown students during
our last months of college. Previous to that time
Grace and I had walked to the campus from our
farm home back the long lane at the end of Cedar
Street. I think the area now is the property of the
village."
Although the girls did not begin college the
same year, they both finished in 1929. Grace
received a two-year normal certificate and Edith,
a four-year diploma. Along with these they
received four-year provisional teaching certifi-
cates— Grace's for elementary and Edith's for
secondary.
to the College on the occasion of their 50th
reunions. Some of these treasures include a
grandfather clock and crystal punch set in the
President's Dining Room, oil paintings of the
college's presidents, and attractive directional
signs to campus on the highways entering the
village of Cedarville. The classes of 1934
through1936 celebrated their 50-year reunions
during Homecoming.
Grace (Wigal '29) Cosgray
and Edith (Wigal '29) Clark
Alumnae Enjoy Annual
Luncheon
Each year approximately 50 school teachers who received
their diplomas from Cedarville College gather for fellowship
and especially to chat. This year's alumnae luncheon will be
held July 8 in the College Center Atmosphere Room.
The ladies have enjoyed many guest speakers, including
Professor Tim Heaton who portrayed an early 1900's
schoolmaster with authentic dress, speech, and disciplinary
action. This year Dr. David Drullinger, assistant professor
of Bible, will share his teaching experiences. We salute our
heritage alumnae who provided quality education to many
counties of the Miami Valley.
SEPTEMBER 6, 7, 8
Professor of English Edward Spencer will accompany alumni
and friends on this magnificent weekend in Canada. He will
also give insightful critiques of the plays.
Relax!
In quaint bed and breakfast lodging.
Review!
Three fabulous productions:
Friday, September 6, 8:00 p.m.
"Millionairess"
by George Bernard Shaw
Saturday, September 7, 2:00 p.m.
"Heda Gabler"
by Henrik Ibsen
Saturday, September 7,8:00 p.m.
"Connecticut Yankee"
by Mark Twain
Adaptation by Herbert Fields
Refresh!
Breakfasts in your inn and Saturday lunch at the Prince of
Wales Hotel are included in the package.
Rates!
per person $145
per couple $255
The cost includes tickets to three plays, two nights lodging,
two breakfasts, and Saturday lunch.
Reserve!
To make your reservation, send your name, address, and
phone number along with $65 per person to cover the cost of
play tickets to the Alumni Office, P.O. Box 601, Cedarville, OH
45314-0601 or call 513-766-2211 ext. 331 by August 1, 1991.
IRUSSAA.
TRAVEL TO RUSSIA
WITH ALUMNI AND FRIENDS!
The Cedarville College Alumni Association is planning a trip
to the Soviet Union August 18-September 2, 1992. This
16-day tour with EF Tour Clubs will highlight Berlin,
Moscow, Yalta, and Leningrad. Dave Ormsbee '78 will
accompany us and give insights into the various cities and
landmarks we visit. If you are interested in joining us for this
tour, please contact the Alumni Office, P.O. Box 601,
Cedarville, OH 45314-0601, 513-766-2211 ext. 331.
!F!doCq?!,
For Alumni And Friends
Hosted By Dr. Robert Gromacki
And Dr. Martin Clark
Presenting Your Alumni Council
March 9-209 1992
Enjoy this delightful tour.
See the major biblical sites in
Israel and experience Athens,
Corinth, and a one-day cruise
of several Greek islands.
Dr. Gromacki will give in-
sights into Bible passages
while you visit the actual sites
where the events occurred.
For more information write:
Dr. Martin E. Clark
Cedarville College
P.O. Box 601
Cedarville, OH 45314-0601
or call 513-766-2211 ext. 221.
Your representatives on the Alumni Council are ready to serve the Alumni Association of Cedarville College. Your input is valued, and your
questions are important to us. Feel free to call or write your council representative. The Alumni Council has also begun a calling program to
gain your input on events planned for alumni. Don't be suprised if you get a call to find out if you would be interested in white water rafting or
skiing in Michigan with other alumni!
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An article about Curtis Hoke '83, his wife, Carol (Stoltzfuz '83), and Cindy
(2007?) was published in the March 5, 1991, issue of Women's World
magazine. The article states that Curt is the first known quadriplegic
father. The Hokes used artificial insemination to conceive Cindy. Curtis
recalls that when he learned Carol was pregnant, he rolled around the
._, office telling everyone. Praise God! His wonders never cease.
Dr. Daniel J. Estes '71, associate professor of Bible at
Cedarville College, received a 1990-91 Sears Roebuck
Foundation Teaching Excellence and Campus Leadership
Award. He was one of nearly 700 faculty members
recognized nationwide. Dr. Estes received $1,000,
and the College received a grant for $1,500 from the
Foundation to be used for faculty development.
Faculty Scholarship Award
winner Mark Murdoch
carried a perfect 4.0 for 210
quarter hours.
'111110N
381 graduates joined the Alumni Association.
Julie Britsch and
Stacey Inskeep
earned their B.S.
degrees in nursing.
President's Trophy winners Jon McDugle (left), Cindy Commons,
and Kelly Fath with Dr. Dixon.
Cedarville's First Graduate
John W. Bickett
John W. Bickett
The first name in the college catalogue under the list of
graduates is the one that heads this article. There is
something unique in belonging to the first class of this
noted and worthy institution, but there is also a distinction
in being the first mentioned in the list of alumni.
Of course, it is not the fault of the others that their names
begin with a letter farther down the alphabet, for no child
has the right of choice. However, this honor belongs to
"Bicker as long as Cedarville College exists.
1916 Cedrus
Marjorie and Jim Breuler join class
president Randy Oswald (middle) for one
last picture at Cedarville.
Faculty And Staff
Of The Year
Galen Smith David Ormsbee
During the annual Honors Day
Chapel in May, Assistant Professor of
Economics Galen Smith was named
1991 Faculty Member of the Year. The
Staff Member of the Year was David
Ormsbee, director of admissions and
assistant academic vice president.
3 Summer'91
After winning Ohio's state forensics championship for the second consecutive
year, the Cedarville College team went on to capture first place in Division III
of the National Forensics Association national tournament held April 25-30 at
Marshall University. Students from over 80 colleges and universities com-
peted in Division III.
Individual honors went to junior Jodi Culp, senior Jeff Joiner, and sopho-
more Mark Vroegop. Culp became Cedarville's first national finalist when
she placed fifth in rhetorical criticism. Joiner, a semi-finalist in informative
speaking, was also a quarter-finalist in persuasive speaking, as was Vroegop
in extemporaneous speaking.
Dr. James T. Jeremiah, chancellor of Cedarville
College, recently completed his latest book,
A Place Called Heaven, which has been published
by Regular Baptist Press. Dr. Jeremiah, who
served as president of Cedarville for 24 years
before assuming his present responsibilities, has
published six books on Christian themes. He also
wrote numerous articles for Christian publications
and produced the "Light for Living" radio broadcast.
Aumni Profiles
Franklin Trubee '34
Why Don't You Bake
Bread?
Adapted from the article "Why Don't You Bake
Bread?" by Ronald L. Lewis, by permission of
GOLDENSEAL, West Virginia's traditional life maga-
zine, The Cultural Center, Capitol Complex, Charleston,
WV 25305. Subscriptions $12.50.
Scotts Run tied together the coal towns of Osage,
Pursglove, Jere, and Cassville in Monongalia County,
West Virginia. During the Great Depression the creek
was lined with rows of company houses interspersed
with stores, beer parlors, post offices, and various coal
company buildings.
The West Virginian coal fields were hit hard during
the Depression, but Scotts Run was one of the most
devastated places. The creek was sulfurous yellow, and
houses perched on the hillsides had open sewers and
privies which drained into the stream. Hunger, malnu-
trition, and typhoid fever were widespread.
About 5,000 people lived in the hollow. There were
also a few churches, but no resident clergy. And if ever
a place needed the solace of religion, Scotts Run
certainly did.
The Reverend Franklin Trubee '34 describes himself
as a "very unlikely candidate" for work in the coal
fields, since he had grown up on a farm in rural Greene
County, Ohio. His father had been orphaned at age six,
and his mother passed away shortly after Franklin's
birth in 1915. The same foster parents who had raised
his father brought up young Franklin. They left what
little they had to him: a Model T Ford and the friendship
of the president of nearby Cedarville College.
In 1931 Franklin enrolled at Cedarville, worked his
way through, and after graduation in 1934 entered the
University of Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. After
graduating from seminary he negotiated for the assign-
ment of the West Virginia coal fields. In May 1938, he
became one of only two Presbyterian missionaries to
serve there.
Franklin and his wife, Viola (Harbaugh '33), and a
friend began Sunday evening worship services. After
six months 100 were attending and several in the con-
gregation took an active part in the music. The Presby-
terian church which Trubee began still exists today.
Low pay and big problems were the necessities which
mothered inventiveness. So Trubee planned and
constructed a community center, known as the Shack,
which provided numerous outreach services. The most
original of the relief programs launched by Trubee was
the Scotts Run Reciprocal Economy: a labor-for-goods
system which used its own scrip as the medium of
exchange. It was a cash-free system for a cashless
people.
Hjalmar Rutzebeck, a Dane who specialized in helping
people help themselves in order to improve the commu-
continued on page 9
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Frances Bradley '30
59 Years Of A-B-Cs
And 1-2-3s
When you think of A-B-Cs and 1-2-3s, of whom do
you think? People of all ages in the Xenia, Ohio, area
think of Miss Frances Bradley, a 1930 alumna of
Cedarville College. For the past 59 years, Miss Bradley
has been building into the lives of students while she
teaches elementary and preschool students. She has a
love for children and a desire to see them learn.
Even before her teaching career began, Miss Bradley
was a teacher's assistant to her cousin. Influenced by
her cousin and other family members in education, she
decided to pursue a degree in elementary education.
After seeking God's direction, she enrolled at Cedarville
College where she earned her bachelor of arts degree.
After graduating in 1930, Miss Bradley accepted a
position in the Xenia City School System. She taught
various grade levels, but preferred the younger children.
After 48 years in Xenia City Schools, Miss Bradley
transferred to Faith Community United Methodist Pre-
school. She enjoys teaching preschool and for the past
eleven years has missed only two days of school. When
asked about retiring, Miss Bradley replies, "There are
still more children to be taught."
Miss Bradley describes her job as an opportunity to
influence children in a positive way. Part of the positive
influence revolves around teaching her students reading,
writing, and arithmetic in such a way that her students
will be successful in their further education and career
opportunities. She says one of the most rewarding
aspects of teaching is to see how former students have
excelled in their chosen careers.
Although Miss Bradley leads a very busy life, she still
finds time for her hobbies which include taking care of
her flowers and trying her hand at different crafts.
Although school and hobbies keep her busy, she always
has time for church, where she has served as Sunday
school superintendent as well as children's worker.
Miss Bradley advises students today to stay in school
and get an education. Whether she teaches the A-B-Cs
and 1-2-3s or Zacchaeus in the sycamore tree, Miss
Bradley will always be influencing lives in a positive
way.
Harper Bickett '24
Providing A Home Away
From Home
For most college students, a dorm room serves as a place
to study and sleep. The cafeteria suffices as the students'
dining room. Though practical, these accommodations do
not adequately substitute for home. Harper Bickett '24
offers an alternative at a rate that can't be beaten.
For the past eight years, Harper has housed at least one
male Cedarville College student per year free of charge.
This year a junior education major from Michigan is
staying with him.
The accommodations include not only the luxury of a
private bedroom and bath, but also Mr. Bickett's cooking.
Cedarville College students treasure the home cooked
meals. Mealtime also offers the opportune time for Harper
to learn more about the student he is housing. He enjoys
hearing about the young man's home life and what he is
learning at college.
Harper majored in science at Cedarville and later contin-
ued his education in agriculture at The Ohio State Univer-
sity. He still lives on the farm on which he grew up in
Xenia and is happy to share his home with the students.
If it were not for this home away from home, most of
these students would not have been able to complete their
college education at Cedarville because of financial
reasons. Though these students live rent free, their
companionship is a far more valuable payment to Mr.
Bickett. This companionship is the reason he started this
ministry.
After his wife passed away in 1973, Mr. Bickett wanted
to have someone live with him so he would not have to
live on his farm alone. Harper started housing young men
from different schools and organizations. Then in 1983 he
limited this ministry to Cedarville College students, and
the arrangement has worked out quite well for all parties
involved.
Harper, now 88, does not expect his students to keep in
touch when they have homes of their own, but he is always
grateful when they do. Some of them still send Christmas
cards or letters, and sometimes include pictures. It is
encouraging to Harper to hear about their families and the
careers for which Cedarville prepared them.
Dr. David Jeremiah '70 (right), senior pastor of Scott
Memorial Baptist Church in El Cajon, California,
recently presented the National Family Heritage Award
to Vice President Dan Quayle. The ceremony was held
on April 3, 1991, at the Marriott Hotel in San Diego
and included laurels from Congressman Duncan Hunter
and Free Congress Foundation president Paul Weyrich.
The Family Heritage Award is given by the Family
Heritage Foundation and Christian Unified Schools of
San Diego which are headquartered on the grounds of
Pastor Jeremiah's church.
1990 91 Alumni Annual Fund Report
THAW/CS FOR if
$ 7 7 6,1 410.39 Ea
The challenge was offered; the challenge was met. Of the almost $1 million 1990-91 Annual Fund need, alumni provided $116,140.38.
Your response through PARTNERS 90-91 achieved record totals, both in gifts given and in the number of alumni involved. Our hats go off
to all who took part.
HOW DID YOUR CLASS DO?
Class Year Gifts Received Gifts Committed Total
Heritage* $13,392.66 455.00 13,847.66
1954* 952.50 25.00 977.50
1955 1,825.00 0 1,825.00
1956 47.50 25.00 72.50
1957* 945.00 35.00 980.00
1958 100.00 7.50 107.50
1959 360.00 7.50 367.50
1960 610.00 100.00 710.00
1961 285.00 30.00 315.00
1962 2,000.00 25.00 2,025.00
1963 1,797.50 162.50 1,960.00
1964* 4,629.00 212.50 4841.50
1965* 757.50 202.50 959.50
1966 867.50 200.00 1,067.50
1967 997.53 242.50 1,240.03
1968* 3,281.66 477.50 3,759.16
1969 3,595.00 255.00 3,850.00
1970* 2,490.00 437.50 2,927.50
1971 1,272.50 284.50 1,557.00
1972* 3,834.50 362.50 4,197.00
1973 1,995.00 370.00 2,365.00
1974* 3,510.75 362.50 3,873.25
1975 1,708.33 552.50 2,260.83
1976* 4,805.00 530.00 5,335.00
1977 1,931.66 360.00 2,291.66
1978 2,165.00 365.00 2,530.00
1979 5,391.30 245.00 5,636.30
1980 2,588.75 257.50 2,846.25
1981 8,716.35 702.50 9,418.85
1982 2,125.00 430.00 2,555.00
1983 6,233.00 272.00 6,505.00
1984* 5,234.90 367.50 5,602.40
1985 2,066.10 370.00 2,436.10
1986 2,990.50 468.50 3,459.00
1987 2,079.37 552.50 2,631.87
1988* 1,835.00 372.50 2,207.50
1989* 1,747.50 367.50 2,115.00
1990+ 5,107.55 62.50 5,170.05
* met or exceeded goal
We recognize that many alumni financially supported other areas of the College during 1990-91. If you were among them, we
appreciate your support as well, but we desire to give special focus to those involved in the Annual Fund of the College.
We wish to thank each of you for your part in the 1990-91 Alumni Annual Fund. No matter how large or small a part you played, you
helped to make a difference for the current students of Cedarville. Each of you is a PARTNER with our students. We know they are grateful
for your involvement. On their behalf, we thank you.
Heritage
WE OFFER THANKS TO:
Class of 1954 Class of 1959
A. Beatrice Allen Florence Gray Mary E. Mc Intire
Byron Ames Edward L. Greenwood Ramon D. Mc Quillin
James M. Anderson May E. Greenwood Helen Michael
Ruth Andrews James Albert Grube Max Michael
Harvey Auld Mary Grube Jane E. Mills
Henry W. Beattie Becky Guth George Moody
Martha Benham Rachel Guthrie Alberta Moorman
Margaretta Bodwell Robert Guthrie Delmar Morton
Myers Bost Mary N. Hackney Helen O'Bryant
Florence Bowers Mary Hanna Myrtle Peterson
Dorothy Bradford Robert B. Harriman John T. Reinhard
Bion B. Bradbury Dorothy Harris Robert L. Richards
Fances Bradley Doris Hartman Russell Roberts
James S. Britton Justin J. Hartman Elwood R. Shaw
Harold W. Carpenter Ellen Hawker Pauline Shaw
Barbara Carter John T. Hawker Arthur G. Shumate
Helen Caven Edward Helmick Harry Sinks
Charles Chamberlain Geraldine Henry Eula Smith
Edith Clark J. Vernon Hickman Loma Smith
Mary Corry Nina E. Hickman Charles E. Spencer
Grace Cosgray Bessie High Doris Spencer
Martha Cultice Luella Hilt Donald Staggs
Wendell Cultice Margaret L. Hough Forrest W. Stevens
Richard Damon Leland G. Howard Charlotte Stormont
Ruth Damon Eleanor F. Hunn Harold Stormont
Harley Decker Mc Garvey Ice Mary Alice Tanner
Kenneth Deeter Helen J. Jacobs Rodney Taylor
Martha M. Derby Theodore James Beatrice 0. Thompson
James Dill Clarence Jandecka Franklin Trubee
Lois M. Dukes Jean Erma Johnson Viola Trubee
Helen E. Dursch Walter H. Johnson Roger W. Ulsh
Wesley Dutiel J. Howard Jones Cletis Waddle
Lois M. Estle Kathryn Jurkat Joseph Waddle
Arthur B. Evans Helen Keys George H. Watt
Ruth Evans Jean King Ward A. Weaver
Alfred Fehlmann Margaret Koth Martha Weller
Ray Fellenger Richard E. Kitchen Gladys A. Wells
Eleanor C. Finney Doris Kretschmer Kathleen Wilburn
Carl Frazier Betty Le Rette Kenneth Wilburn
Margaret Frazier Lois L. Lewis John D. Yardlay
Virginia Goetting Fred W. Lott
Floyd Gothard Lenora MacMillan
Clarence E. Gray Beatrice H. Mc Clellan
Jean Ames
Matilda Anderson
Raymond Entingh
Walter F. Garland
Laurine M. Gullette
Lynn E. Rogers
Patricia Spaulding
Bradley J. Wolcott
William Yost
Eugene R. Christian
Jean Christian
Katherine Cullers
Sandra Entner
Betsey Meyer
David G. Thomas
Lester R. Webster
Class of 1960
Class of 1955 Merlin F. AgerFred Banfield
Alberta Chaffe
Stuart L. Chaffe
David H. Dautel
John M. Entner
David L. Matson
Jack R. Meyer
Rosemary Smith
Nancy Webster
Melvin E. Entingh
James R. George
James R. Johnson
Bernice Mick
Shirley Wolcott
Class of 1956
Roger W. Ames
Geri Wyse
Wanda Young
Class of 1957
Raymond Bartholomew
Lillian Billings
Dale H. Breedlove
Doris Entingh
T. Keith Hall
James S. Hartman
Shirley Joan Kyser
Howard M. Shumate
Class of 1958
Benjamin D. Cullers
Joe T. Raymer
Jerry R. Thornton
Class of 1961
Glenda Cochran
Shirley Domokos
Forrest T. Goodrich
Marcia Goodrich
Jeannie Lockerbie
Robert Kidd
James R. Neely
Delores Osborn
Linda Thomas
Marvin Troyer
Class of 1962
Robert Blumenstock
Margaret Canine
Wayne L. Dickason
Robert L. Domokos
Dorthea Kidd
Harold I. Pyle
Wayne E. Rader
Carole Sue Shelton
Bo Standifer
Eleanor A. Taylor
Class of 1963
Mollie Bellant
Philip Brower
June Canine
Samuel Canine
Loretta Cushey
Richard Davidson
Leon E. Farnsworth
Lynn Jefson
Mary Jefson
Carole Kerr
Lois Killian
Clifford R. Lones
Donna J. Mc Connell
Delores Mc Millen
Carol Middleton
Donnell Middleton
Vernon D. Miller
Sandra Pay
Nancy Rader
Rosa Lee Rettinger
Harold Rodin
Loren H. Schenck
Donna Smith
Judith A. Smith
Norris H. Smith
Beverly Stowers
Louise Varisco
William Warfield
William J. Washburn
continued on next page
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1990-91 Alumni Annua
Class of 1964
Lois Amabisca
Lawrence Baker
Judith Bernhart
John Bigelow
Rita Burkholder
David H. Cochran
Barbara Eaton
Judith Farnsworth
David E. Hamman
Sandra W. Hamer
Carol Hinkle
Gary A. Jacobs
Donald Johnson
Priscilla Joiner
John M. Justice
Nancy Kellogg
Lawrence N. Killian
Elvin King
Joyce King
G. Rodney Lane
Joseph Lloyd
William H. Lobsiger
Jay Moore
Nancy Moore
Evelyn Nicklas
Norman Nicklas
Ridley S. Nimmo
Arlene Oeluncke
Charles H. Oehmcke
David H. Rifenberick
Elaine Rifenberick
William R. Riter
Douglas C. Smith
Mary Smith
Sally Snider
Margaret E. Wheeler
Class of 1965
Gary H. Brandes
Shirley Bouwkamp
Diane Brower
Paul S. Brower
Marcus Combs
Ardith Cutsforth
Donald L. Davidson
Martha Davidson
Cornelia Giese
David R. Jensen
Victoria Jensen
H. Joanne Jones
Martha Justice
Michael S. Kellogg
Ronald Mathis
Barbara Mc Lain
Sylvia Mills
Lynne Oeluncke
David A. Perkins
Marston Val Roloff
Rayna Taylor
David Thorne
Gerald Stadt
David A. Werner
Mary Westphal
Helen Wing
Class of 1966
Gretchen Ashton
Mona Ballard
Rebecca Cobb
Raymond Davis
Jerry M. Eaton
Lavonne K. French
Joyce Higdon
Gary L. Johnson
Shirley Najjar
Edward A. Norris
Ralph W. Pay
Carol Pereira
Manny Pereira
David Prosser
Arlene Simms
Nancy L. Smith
David W. Staples
Carol J. Stevenson
Janice Stone
Gordon A. Taylor
Donna Walton
Joann Werner
Donald T. Wilcoxon
Class of 1967
Judith Bigelow
Vicki Bloemke
Stephen P. Brown
Verna S. Coffman
Martha B. Cofield
Sharon Cossins
Caryl Curless
Marvin Curless
Darlene Dahl
Linda E. Ellis
Carol Flannery
Loris Fox
Ann Gates
Linda Heater
Patricia M. Holman
Gary W. Holtz
Eunice Johnson
Earl Mc Guffey
Nancy Miller
Hugh Ted Oakley
Carol J. Patten
Richard Pettitt
Constance Rochlis
Randall A. Ross
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Paula Schaffner
Joseph B. Snider
Carolyln Kay Stadt
Thomas A. Stone
Ronald L. Stutzman
Anna M. Titus
Allen Traucht
Judy Whitesell
Class of 1968
Donald Adams
Deane J. Allen
Ronald D. Allerton
Larry J. Bellew
Betty Bertschinger
Calvin J. Biddle
Roberta J. Biddle
Janice Boblitt
Terry Boblitt
Dan Boyd
Jonathan E. Brown
Thomas A. Burcham
Herman R. Chandler
Gay Combs
Thomas M. Duff
Linda Erickson
John J. Falei
Dorothy Jean Fawley
Gerald French
Sheryl R. Ginaven
Mary Goodwin
Deborah Haffey
Jane Harris
Charlotte Hartley
James D. Hume
Frank L. Jenista
Marian E. Julian
Donna Keib
Allen D. Knott
Dale E. Lauener
Linda Lauener
Edward J. Micka
James E. Miller
Beverly Mintchell
Mary Jean Musser
James A. Myers
Kenneth Nichols
Marlene Nichols
Mary Ann Nodler
Ruth Pettitt
Daniel Price
Donna Prosser
Susan Read
Sandra Rogers
Lynn Rohm
Robert K. Rohm
James L. Stephenson
David Wall
Class of 1969
Linda Adams
Kenneth Atkins
Ronald F. Baker
Cheri Bellew
Carolyn J. Brown
Sheryl Brown
Stanley Brown
Joy Bruggema
Karen Cale
Timothy Carpenter
Robert E. Cosgray
Barbara A. Cleckner
Ronald Coriell
Barbara Crampton
Roger Crampton
Ruth E. Dager
Linda S. Edgar
Joan Eichelberger
Stephen D. Fenton
Ruth Fisher
Sally Fitzsimmons
Susan I. Fletcher
Sara Gilbert
Sonya Glenning
Thomas P. Greenwood
David E. Gregory
David A. Haffey
David E. Handyside
Margaret Handyside
Alice Hatton
Donald E. Higdon
Julene Ivins
Leah Kio
Irene Klamm
Roger Leach
Bruce Mc Donald
Kenneth R. Mc Ghee
Donna Moore
Harold Moore
Darlene Murdoch
Dan Nevitt
Mary Peterson
Wilborn D. Reagan
Judith Reiter
George T. Rockwell
John Rumley
David Schaffner
Martha Schill
William N. Schill
Fred E. Stickle
Dennis L. Stillwell
Joann Strychalski
Dale E. Work
Donna Yates
Michael Zazvrskey
Class of 1970
Lyle Anderson
Ronald H. Artrip
Phillip Beaton
David Bodden
Darwin W. Boertje
Donna L. Bratka
Janice Brock
Alice Brown
Susan Brooks
John F. Burkholder
Preston R. Butcher
Nola J. Calhoun
Alan M. Call
Joan R. Cardinale
Konnie Cook
Roger A. Cook
Rebekah Coriell
Margaret Edwards
Ron Edwards
Leland Eichelberger
Sandra Furr
Judith Gordey
Ray H. Greene
Diana Harberts
Kirk H. Heldreth
Robert J. Hoffman
Jack Holliday
Joyce Inner
Barbara Jenista
Kenneth M. Jones
Donita L. Kaminsky
David Kearney
Donald King
Betty J. Klein
Regina Lambie
Cynthia Liechty
Daniel G. Liechty
Kathy Mays
Gary Mc Dowell
Alice Mc Ghee
John A. Mc Gillivray
Deanna Miller
Rebecca Mohler
Gwendolyn Mosby
Dennis Nelson
Betty Jo Oberly
Junia L. Olson
Cynthia Patten
James Pollard
Loren M. Reno
Penny Richardson
Rebekah Rochelle
Dan L. Ruffin
Carolyn Rumley
John S. Schneider
Philip H. Senseney
Philip Sommerfield
David Southwell
Evelyn Southwell
Ruth Spring
Nancy Stephan
Dennis Stora
Richard D. Taylor
Saundra Taylor
Annie L. Thompson
Lynda J. Wessel
Judy Zazvrskey
Class of 1971
Carol J. Abbey
Edith Allerton
William J. Amstutz
Elaine Baker
Jacqueline L. Barlow
Janis K. Beaton
David F. Beck
Rita Bosworth
Timothy Bosworth
Mary Castria
Linda Christman
J. Michael Coffman
Patricia Coffman
Ken Collison
James Colyer
Carolyn Davis
Bruce M. Dawley
Onda Dutiel
Robert E. Farrar
Gary A. French
Joyce Gast
Lonnie L. Gerber
Dan Gilbert
Susan E. Gregory
L. Faye Johnson
Harvey Klamm
Sandra Kopchick
Daniel P. Manross
L. Dee Mays
Linda Mc Dowell
Darryl R. Miller
Philip H. Mohler
Beverly K. Moore
Steven D. Moulder
David Murdoch
Brenda Nelson
Steven B. Olson
Peggy Oquist
Randall W. Patten
Darlene Quinlan
Wyman Ritchie
Joyce Ross
Janet Seeley
Jeffrey Seeley
Janet Shofner
Janet Smith
Linda Spieth
Ronald A. Spieth
Gary W. Stutzman
Bruce A. Swanson
Candace Swanson
Beverly Turner
David L. Turner
Patricia Waggoner
Linda Walker
Stuart T. Walker
Bonnie Walter
Nancy L. Weber
Gary L. Yates
Class of 1972
Catherine A. Barberly
Lauralee Basch
Bonita Baughman
Ruthann Bosley
Ruth Boynton
Dennis M. Bunting
Roy E. Calvin
Shirley Carpenter
Ruth Clauer
John A. Clauer
Susan Coffey
Judith Colyer
Lynda Curtis
Roger A. Curtis
Karen Davis
Linda Duffield
Richard L. Emerson
Lucy Estepp
Jeanette Flood
Deborah D. Good
Sherian Hanson
Meda Harris
Sharon L. Heldreth
Jeanne Herman
Julie Holm
W. H. Howdyshell
David Jewell
Steven E. Jones
Larry Klemm
Frank G. Leslie
Martha E. Lewis
Carolyn Magargee
Merle Maxwell
Beverly Mc Donald
David E. Miller
Gerald Mooney
Bonnie L. Nolen
Karen L. Pahl
Brenda Pakkala
Beverly C. Pestel
Robert Powley
Paul Radcliff
Lyle E. Rodman
Charlotte C. Ruffin
Dale Schilling
Linda Schilling
Candace Shepard
Linda A. Swank
Joyce Thomas
Barbara Thornsbury
Janice S. Timpe
Andrea Walker
Carl E. Wallner
Charles W. Williams
Barbara Witt
Jeff Woodcock
Class of 1973
Janice Alexander
Nancy Amstutz
Connie Anderson
Phyllis Beck
Barbara Bethel
Jane Blystone
Brenda Book
J. David Branon
Asa G. Browning
Rebecca J. Call
Terry L. Clapp
Gabrielle Contino
Karen De Mars
Robert H. Ely
Rebecca Evans
Rosemary Feucht
John W. Fiest
Judy Fiest
Harold P. Flood
Natalie Geidel
Kim Gerber
Edward L. Gibbons
David L. Gidley
David P. Globig
Linda Goddard
James Goodwin
Jan Greenwood
Timothy Greenwood
Donald Hendrickson
Stephen Herman
Billy J. Hyatt
James T. Jeremiah
John E. Johnson
Judy A. Johnson
Janet L. Kauffman
Karen Lee Knowles
Phyllis Leslie
John Luckett
Yvonna Mc Ghee
William E. Mc Niece
Rebecca M. Moore
Richard E. Muntis
Gene E. Peterson
Connie S. Pumpelly
Dennis R. Roberts
David P. Rodriguez
Marilyn Saylor
Steve M. Shank
Rachel L. Shannon
Frank R. Shearer
Jack A. Sowards
Constance Stafford
Linda Stone
Jack E. Swank
Donna Williams
Beth Workman
Ronald J. Yoder
Rhea Young
Sarah H. Smith
Deborah St. Clair
Jeffrey St. Clair
Jan Stickle
Harris A. Stuermer
Janet Tate
Randall Tate
Michael L. Tucker
William B. Van Curen
Marcia Walker
Nancy Wolf
Class of 1974 Class of 1976
Tom L. Abbey Mark Abels
Daniel C. Adamowich Shelly Allen
Dennis Barber Cynthia Bass
Carol Barnes Rodney Blystone
Ronald Bechtel Mitchell Book
Mark A. Bohland Jeffrey E. Bowen
Susan Branon Richard V. Bowers
Karen J. Brock Marcus T. Bresson
Pamela Campbell Allen J. Brightsen
John Christman Nelson R. Brinkman
Ellen Collison Susan L. Brown
Eric P. Cuenin Robert C. Burkhart
Donald F. Davis Cindy L. Carr
Holly Davis Kathi Cassity
Joleen Gerber Karen Clapp
Pamela Griffis Pamela Coontz
Jerold L. Griswold Stephen J. Crady
Stephen S. Gruber Gary A. Crider
Linda Hansen Patricia Crider
Rodney Hansen Donald Criss
Jacqueline D. Hargis R. Christine Criss
Deborah Holmes Paul D. Crittenden
Kathleen I. Hook R. Michael Eckstein
Darla Jewell Terri Eggleston
Glen Kemery Connie K. Ellisen
Thomas Knowles Wendy Estes
Fredrick L. Linden Wesley Fairchild
Barrett M. Luketic P. Fenstermaker
Natalie Luskevich Nancy Fenton
Jean Mahl Paul E. Francisco
Robert V. Mahl Andrea Fredrick
Sharon Manross David K. Fredrick
Richard G. Mc Daniel Helen L. Geringer
Richard Mc Intosh Sally Griswold
Linda Mc Niece Kevin W. Gruber
Sharon Mudder Stephanie Gruber
Karen Reno Cathy J. Gumm
Rex M. Rogers Delmar Hager
Sarah Rogers Deborah Hall
Kenneth Sanders Diane Hall
Barbara A. Senseney Mary Harrison
Steven R. Smith Thomas Hegarty
Gary D. Spears Dawna Henslin
Sherlyn Squires Thomas Henslin
Sharon Steffanetta Douglas C. Hilleary
Brenda Stutzman Terry Howdyshell
Gale Vincent Sue Johnson
Joyce R. Wall Diana Jones
Richard G. Walker Steven Koon
Greg A. Webster Monte Leonhart
Kevin Wolf Carol A. Lindstrom
Jack Lowstetter
Linda Marks
Class of 1975 Roberta MayerRaymond A. Moore
Susan E. Moore
Kurt Moreland
Donald Myers
David Perryman
Thomas R. Pycraft
Curtis L. Riess
Carol Robison
Cecil Sagraves
Herschel L. Schenck
Patricia J. Smith
Roger H. Smith
Barbara Speelman
Kathleen Sturgis
Beth Swaney
Debbie Vallery
Scott Walker
Lewis Edward Ward
Susan K. Ward
Roger Wilson
Sally Wilson
Twila E. Zeirott
Darlene Aldridge
Wayne C. Aldridge
Larry Barnett
Marsha L. Berry
John Bole
Ruth Bole
John H. Campbell
James R. Carpenter
David Clapp
Nancy Clapp
James B. Clark
Teresa Clark
Martin J. Cossins
Stephan Creeger
Vicky Dawson
Donald Eggleston
Michael Elder
James E Fair
Rebecca Fair
Carolyn Forsythe
Karen M. Gerver
Richard D. Gerver
William L. Giesman
W. Scott Gons
Patricia Hilleary
Lithgow Hutchinson
Cheryl A. Jackson
Barbara Jeffords
Deborah S. Jones
Timothy Judge
Esther M. Lanham
Rita Luers
Nancy J. Lutton
Leslie Lynix
Nancy Malson
Richard Mc Ghee
Brenda Milam
John Milam
Beverly Mohat
David Moore
Terrence L. Mudder
Ted W. Nichols
Roger Overturf
Ted L. Pauling
Rodney Robison
Christine Rodriguez
Bonnie Roe
Sandra Schlappi
Merilee Shank
Class of 1977
Dana Anderson
Tawanna Anderson
William Anderson
Diane L. Baden
Margo Barnett
Christine Bowers
Daniel W. Bowman
Sharon Bowman
James Bright
Elaine Chamberlin
Nancy D. Cisowski
Terry Sue Comers
Karla Coon
Steven W. Crymble
Kevin D. Darnell
Brenda Dolph
Michael A. Dolph
Dwight E. Evens
William Fenton
Wynn Gerber
Deborah R. Gierhart
Mary Jo Giesman
Donald Hare
Penny Hare
Janet Harriman
Joel E. Harriman
Karen R. Herbster
Laurene S. Hollister
Stephen M. Holman
Robert Holmes
Kenneth R. Howard
John L. Iseminger
Lynn Johnson
Marilyn Johnson
Wesley E. Johnson
Barbara Keller
Daniel A. ICratzer
Barbara L. Loach
Carlton Mc Cracken
Vicki Miller
Robert Mohat
Regina Moore
Susan Myers
Karen Nichols
Linda Overturf
Jo Ellen Priola
Val Pristera
Devan Riess
Karen Robb
Eddie L. Roberts
Larry J. Salyer
Daniel Schlappi
Carol Schneeberger
Calvin D. Searles
Paula Self
Paul D. Shenefield
Steve R. Smith
Loretta Spradling
Craig P. Stephens
David Storch
Robert Storey
Larry T. Strong
Robert Swaney
Terry L. Twigg
Lorna Wigton
William J. Williams
Steven P. Wilson
Douglas A. Wing
Christine Wishart
David Wishart
Amy Young
Merle Ziegler
Class of 1978
Melissa Abbott
Kenton R. Amstutz
Marilyn F. Amstutz
Janice Anderson
Scott R. Anderson
Brenda J. Apple
Daniel A. Basye
Valerie Bowen
David J. Cobb
Bruce Compton
Judith Cross
Dawn Eckard
Paul L. Edwards
Ronald Fenstermaker
Deborah R. Festag
Suzanne French
Laura C. Gaunnac
Donald Graham
Pamela Jo Green
Linda Hager
James W. Harris
Barry L. Heagy
Amy Hegarty
Mary E. Humbert
Helen Dianne Janzen
John L. Jeffords
Alice Jones
Nancy Lewis
Laura L. Little
Ross R. Livingood
Linda L. Magill
Michelle D. Mayo
Diane Merchant
Mahlon Merchant
Rhonda Monroe
Martha Moore
Andrea Mounts
Gary A. Nicholl
David M. Ormsbee
Peter K. Poole
Robyn Poole
John M. Prugh
Ruth Prugh
Michael T. Rae
Angela L. Richmond
David B. Riddle
Janet Roberts
David R. Rock
Rebecca A. Sanders
Donna Santerre
Daniel Self
Mark Spradling
Deborah Stephens
Yvonne Storey
Mellanie Strong
Alan B. Terwilleger
Gary Thomas
Janice Viinalass
David R. Wagner
Glenna Wagner
Faith West
Ruth Williams
Robert Winward
James M. Woolum
Jonathon F. Wyman
Russell W. Yoder
Gary A. Youngman
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Class of 1979
Margaret Abernathy
William Abernathy
Marvin Alcorn
Myron E. Amstutz
Timothy Birk
Steven Bowlin
Robert R. Bragg
Judy M. Broesder
Dale S. Brown
Michael P. Butler
Audrey Cahilly
Cheryl Coker
Robert A. Corner
David S. Drozek
Fred E. Duley
Bruce Fleming
James T. Footman
David S. Gregory
Elaine R. Gregory
Dewayne Grooms
Bonnie K. Guenther
Lauria Guy
Rebekah Hendrickson
Kristine Holman
Karen S. Howard
Susan Howard
Joan Jeunnette
Roberta L. Jones
Guy Lauria
Donald J. Lewis
Lisa M. Mc Clure
David M. Messenger
Brian N. Miller
John R. Mohler
Louise Ann Mohler
Alan D. Morgan
Judith Nicholl
Kim O'Daniel
Karol Beth Prentice
Martin B. Pressau
Karen Pycraft
Nancy Richardson
Barbara Rohde
Joseph S. Rohde
Kathleen S. Slone
Susan Smith
Crystal D. Spicer
Joseph Stowell
Mark K. Streitmatter
Mary Jane Swayze
Daniel L. Taylor
Warren E. Throckmorton
Larry D. Twigg
Marilyn J. Twigg
Cynthia M. Warren
Mark S. Warren
Dale A. West
Brian L. Whitaker
Class of 1980
Michael W. Allen
Kathy D. Armstrong
William C. Baldwin
Scott A. Beight
Ann Bowlin
Colleen Bresson
Michael K. Bresson
Kathleen Brower
Judy A. Brown
Steven E. Brown
Vicki L. Butler
Craig S. Colas
Richard D. Connors
William Cronin
Karen L. Edwards
David E. Ellis
Kathy L. Flood
Lawrence A. Flood
Jan L. Funtik
Brenda Gerber
Karen E. Gerber
Jo Ann Gibson
Wendy Gregory
Gary R. Gromacki
Kim Gromacki
David W. Hanson
Steven H. Hayes
Cathy S. Heatly
Mark A. Hollopeter
Sherri Howard
Ruth Anne Johnson
Linda M. Kirby
Mark R. Kirby
Jane Kline
David H. Kollc
Susan E. Kulp
Craig B. Kuns
Jerry Lantz
Jan M. Leach
Deborah M. Mast
Edwin L. Mc Louth
Kelly Messenger
Kimberly S. Miller
Julia E. Moulds
Danette O'Quinn
Michael O'Quinn
Cynthia L. Parido
Anna M. Parkinson
Donna Lee Partridge
Connie Pitts
Daniel D. Poole
Sharon Raby
Charles W. Radcliff
R. Lee Randall
Janice L. Reu
Marsha Reynolds
Douglas Richardson
Miriam E. Richardson
Kristine Rocco
Debbie M. Schieber
Deborah S. Searles
Carol L. Segard
Kimberly R. Short
Michele Smith
Christopher Starbuck
Michael R. Stephens
Virginia Stewart
R. Streitmatter
Steven J. Swayze
Shawn M. Taylor
Kathleen E. Turner
Carolyn Van Natta
Karen Weisel
R. Keith Willhite
Class of 1981
Mark L. Anderson
Gary W. Baden
Elaine Baldwin
Mary E. Beckett
David A. Begley
Paula Brown
Randall A. Burk
A. Wayne Cahilly
Calvin H. Clark
Sandra Clark
Cheryl N. Coates
Nancy S. Colas
Kevin E. Crandall
Paul K. Cripps
James J. Darling
John R. De Meester
Jeffrey W. Dennison
Deborah L. Downing
Rebecca L. Drozek
Janice Felts
Kenneth A. Franke
Ernest Francis
Valdemar Garcia
Linda D. Gawthrop
John A. Guenther
Laura J. Hall
Dallas H. Harris
Deborah A. Harris
David Hattenfield
Loanna Hattenfield
Carolyn Hollopeter
Kevin L. Howard
Linda J. Howell
Russell G. Johnson
Karin A. Jones
William Idris Jones
Mark E. Leach
David A. Lewis
Steven P. Lewis
David A. Lord
David R. Mast
Denise J. Mc Donald
Mark Mc Fadden
Byron W. Mc Ghee
Lisa J. Meharry
Larry E. Moline
Eric N. Mounts
Sally Pabst
Pamela Paolino
Cheryl R. Parvin
Bonnie G. Price
Angela Randall
Donald L. Rickard
Susan E. Riegle
Joanne R. Rink
Donald E. Sanders
Michelle Schwenkel
Lawrence B. Seawell
Glenn P. Sergeant
David R. Short
Ruth E. Snell
Timothy E. Snell
Katherine Somers
Charles Spicer
Anne Starbuck
Richard Stephenson
Carol S. Stoltzfus
Diane Stange
Stephen Stange
Jill Studebaker
Terry L. Tate
Beverly A. Ulbrich
Paul A. Van Natta
Robert J. Wagler
Paul A. Walter
Valerie A. Walker
Jeannie L. Weiss
Andrea Whitaker
David L. Wickham
Dale E. Wilson
Elisa Wilson
Thomas L. Yater
Brenda L. Yerty
Class of 1982
Gary Abbott
Cathy D. Archer
Cynthia Blanc
Richard T. Blanc
Ruth Boulet
William Boulet
Tamera S. Buffington
Marjorie Carter
Elizabeth G. Cheney
David M. Compton
Laura J. Creemer
Lois E. Durling
Debbie Dustin
Michelle Ellis
Mearl Gibson
Cheryl L. Grady
Timothy S. Graham
Donna Guenther
Larry L. Harris
Wayne A. Heckman
Joyce E. Henry
Frederick D. Hill
Cynthia L. Howard
Cynthia Jacobs
Sandra Lewis
Roberta L. Long
Timothy L. Mathewson
Christine Mc Fadden
Robert Mc Guckin
Timothy Messenger
Brian L. Miller
Mark A. Mills
John Mitchell
Mark A. Morley
Pamela G. Nunn
Douglas N. Pew
Douglas P. Phillips
Daniel L. Price
Diane D. Price
Sharon R. Rawson
Mark A. Rodabaugh
Ronald K. Rost
Roger L. Schultz
Lu Ellen Scouten
John R. Smith
Carol S. Sostok
Vicki Stephenson
Betty Tarter
Charles Tarter
Anita Tate
Christina M. Terrill
L. Colene Von Berg
Geoffrey P. Walker
Philip L. Weber
Jody Wickham
Janis D. Wiele
Randall L. Wiele
Meta Johnson-Welch
Faye Wilcox
Letty Jo Willis
Deborah L. Witt
Patricia A. Woconish
Robert Lee Young
Class of 1983
Anna Barnette
Gregory L. Bamette
Jayne E. Bartrand
Valerie Bizzard
Robert D. Boynton
Bradley S. Brandt
Elizabeth A. Brock
Nancy Burdick
Renee L. Carpenter
David L. Carr
Stephanie Carr
Wendy S. Caulk
Philip C. Cockrell
Deanna Compton
Rhonda M. Coventry
Sherry A. Crawford
Donald E. Dawson
Scott R. De Groft
Michael R. Draa
Richard A. Dustin
Marsha Easter
Jo Mae Ellington
David J. English
Timothy J. Fisher
Laura L. Galbraith
Karla L. Garcia
Ann C. Gazdilc
Kenneth L. Gentzler
Daniel A. Greening
Carla A. Griffin
Joseph E. Griffin
David A. Grosvenor
James L. Hartsell
Jo Ellen Hayes
Lori A. Hebert
Erica Hill
Curtis L. Hoke
Constance L. Houk
Kellie D. Huddleston
Stephen M. Huggins
Terri Huggins
Gary W. Jacobs
R. Kim Jenerette
James Jobson
Dean D. Johnson
Melody Kelly
Dale R. Klenke
Stephen R. Labrie
Faith A. Linn
John P. Loper
Jeffrey A. Mackey
Sharon Mackey
Gail E. Mills
Donna P. Mitchell
David B. Mohr
Lee Ann Moline
Jeffrey W. Montie
Rebecca J. Montie
Alice Mullet
Patricia G. Noto
Lynn Osden
Stefan R. Pabst
Karen Penn
Miriam R. Pressau
Linda E. Price
Shawnie K. Price
Kathleen Rodabaugh
Pamela S. Rost
David S. Schonfeld
Sheri K. Schonfeld
Laura J. Schultz
Lana Sue Shearer
Mark W. Shearer
Robert L. Smith
Douglas A. Steele
David L. Stevens
Dallas E. Stewart
Jeffrey D. Summerlin
James T. Tassell
Thomas W. Teall
Ron E. Titus
Dawn R. Treadway
Keith J. Treadway
Bonnie J. Vickman
Jeffrey A. Vickman
Valerie L. Whisler
Andrew M. Williams
Jason R. Williams
J. Robert Williams
Carolyn R. Winsor
Class of 1984
Dianna L. Allison
Julie D. Aurand
Timothy A. Bell
Brad C. Bishop
Timothy D. Bishop
John C. Blackburn
Jeffrey D. Brock
Donald E. Callan
Chris A. Carothers
Bonni G. Clark
David M. Clark
Susan Clark
Byron C. Clemens
Peter J. Coblentz
James B. Conley
Diane M. Cornish
Jon C. Croskey
Deborah De Groft
Sara J. Dixon
Scott D. Dixon
Daniel L. Downs
Cheryl L. Draa
Lynne Eppehimer
Karl L. Fetzer
Cynthia L. Fisher
Mark P. Fisher
John C. Gazdik
Todd L. Geist
Glenn T. Gordon
Brenda Gorham
Maxine Grooms
Dawn E. Grossman
Keith Hancock
Evan V. Hellwig
Carol S. Hutchinson
Ronald L. Jenney
Lisa J. Jennings
Angela Jones
David Jones
Jennifer H. Judkins
Barry P. Kane
Scott Kelly
Jan Lantz
William S. Leffler
Carla B. Le Master
Michael R. Lindberg
Linda Long
Jacqueline L. Lucas
Arlan E. Palmer
Paul J. Paolino
Dawn K. Polsdorfer
Wesley Polsdorfer
John T. Powell
Laura Pryor
Timothy G. Pryor
Shari Ray
David A. Regnier
Carol L. Rouster
Gary W. Rouster
Carol A. Schweinberg
Kelly A. Seitz
Suzanne M. Sewell
Connie M. Siegle
Craig W. Slater
Chad M. Smith
Jane Adams Smith
Teresa K. Smith
Joyce Steele
Warren V. Swisher
Peter Tonnesen
Michael L. Trautman
C. Van Valkenburgh
Ann Christine Vogel
Deborah Wainwright
James H. Wainwright
Diane L. Walsh
Corinne A. Wilcox
Kurt D. Wilcox
Linda S. Wilson
Randy Wilson
David G. Wright
Rodney E. Wyse
Class of 1985
Hugh M. Anderson
Darrell K. Atchley
Daniel D. Barfell
Robin R. Bowling
Jon D. Callan
Todd K. Jefson
Randall L. Johnson
Glen A. Jones
David A. Kammeyer
Ruth E. Kirtland
Sara Larson
Darleen L. Lockhart
Brent A. Long
Colin W. Lord
Elizabeth A. Lunstrum
James P. Manley
Cheryl S. Marling
Lori A. Meeker
Michael A. Mikesell
Douglas Miller
Jennifer S. Miller
Merlin D. Miller
David H. Mowry
Rex A. Musselman
Andrea Loren Oliver
Brenda Oliver
Joseph P. Osenni
Marie Osenni
Gina A. Pew
Mark A. Price
Brian P. Ray
Lawrence G. Reeder
Sylvie Rinderknecht
Jodi A. Sandy
Jan M. Schaedel
Rodney N. Smith
Ronald D. Smith
David A. Smyth
Elaine E. Smyth
Esther M. Snader
David R. Snyder
Jane M. Sparling
Barry L. Sturgis
Greg A. Swanson
Cheryl L. Swords
Gary L. Wallace
Twila Weber
Sharon A. Wittke
Jill M. Wussler
Class of 1986
Dawn M. Angell
Laura E. Anthony
Marc R. Anthony
April S. Augustus
William W. Bany
Elena M. Barfell
Kent Beachy
Jeffery S. Beste
Colleen R. Boyer
Jane Brooker
Scott Brooker
John R. Buckholz
Marc D. Chitwood
Gregory S. Clemens
Cregan S. Cooke
Teena M. Coronato
Norman D. Cox
Kevin L. Crowell
Bryan L. Cramp
Joanne K. Cyrus
Steven R. De Honey
Michael W. Donahoe
Jane E. Ehardt
Eugene M. Evans
Krista L. Evans
Donna Fairhurst
Kirk A. Fairhurst
Brian K. Fasick
Diane R. Freeman
Bradley A. Garrison
Daniel A. George
Amy L. Gilbert
Lori Jean Hawley
Susan Lori Helmick
Douglas V. Horne
Charles J. Hubbard
Robert A. Jacobs
Charles D. Jantzi
Crystal Johnson
Meredith B. Johnson
Rodney S. Johnson
Lynn R. Kanniard
Carol Kaufman
Grant Kaufman
David C. Lacure
Leslie R. Malott
William H. Marling
Alise Mc Cain
William A. Mc Cain
Laura Ann Meyer
Stephen A. Meyer
Marjorie Anne Moats
Mark A. Moses
Kimbra K. Murphy
Karen Y. Osenbach
Daneen J. O'Wade
Ellen M. Pedersen
Jonathan H. Price
Leslie M. Ruegsegger
Shannon M. Saunders
Shelly L. Schaedel
Shirley Schneider
John J. Sergeant
Holly L. Silver
Kristine K. Slater
Benjamin Smith
Sherri Lynn Smith
Carolyn Terkelsen
Franklin Terkelsen
Darrell Terpenning
Theresa Terpenning
Chris M. Walter
7 Summer '91
Tammie S. Whitaker
Deborah A. Yacynych
Kim E. Yentes
Class of 1987
Cheri A. Abresch
Amy Allen
Lorelei Anderson
Lisa Baab
Suellen M. Black
Susan M. Bowman
Timothy A. Brock
Diane L. Brown
Beth Buckholz
Lynne B. Calisti
Steven M. Campbell
Deborah Ann Clem
Michael S. Collins
Kathryn M. Collis
Barbara L. Conley
Jennifer S. Dean
Virginia A. Diamond
Jennifer E. Donahoe
Bonnie S. Eckert
Laura Ann Edwards
Jodi Lynn Elkins
Donna Fasick
Claire A. Fortosis
Andrew L. Fraser
Todd T. Free
Gregory L. Frye
Marla S. Fuller
Angela R. Gibson
Jeffrey W. Gilbert
Larry L. Heacox
Bradley R. Hardwick
Deborah Sue Holt
Janet Howder
Scott J. Howder
Dorothy E. Howdyshell
Joan M. Hull
Paula M. Hunn
Jeffrey Imhoff
Ruth A. Imhoff
mum nnua
Lynn Jefson
Clifford Johnson
Marsha J. Jones
James R. Koerber
Neil Bruce Lines
Linda A. Lons
Kelly R. Mathis
Shirley M. Miller
Bryan E. Montross
Daniel L. Morris
Donna J. Morris
Catherine M. Morse
Dean M. Morse
Beth A. Nester
Bonnie J. Oliver
Daniel C. Petek
Christine M. Phillis
Ferdinand Rajchel
Kara J. Ray
George E. Reede
Susan J. Reeder
Amy Schakat
Timothy Schakat
Sherrie L. Sexton
Eric Shrum
Tracy L. Shrum
Deborah Lee Simmen
Shannon Rae Snyder
Wendy A. Stith
Kenneth E. Swope
Walter L. Taylor Jr.
Jeffrey A. Ve Strand
Jason J. Weindorf
Benjamin C. Weiss
Paul S. Wenz
Andrew J. Wilson
Tara L. Wise
Class of 1988
Loreena Gail Baker
Albert G. Barrett
Dawn E. Beachum
Wendy Kaye Bell
Mary Kathryn Bender
April Leann Bercaw
John A. Bercaw
Jeffrey J. Bird
Deborah Borleis
Bruce H. Bowman
Robert James Bowman
Gary L. Bragg
Brad L. Bresson
Ruth M. Brown
Beth A. Chapman
Phillip K. Chapman
Connie A. Clarkson
Lois A. Cummings
Eric David Efting
Melissa S. Elliot
Mark H. Fairhurst
Mary C. Fairhurst
Melanie G. Green
Michael Alan Green
Robert W. Gresh
Lori R. Haberli
Nancy Glynn Hanna
Sherri Lynn Hannay
John S. Helmick
Laura Lynn Hobbs
Kristina T. Hoddelmann
Debra Jo Hodges
Kenneth R. Horton
Cynthia Lee Husband
Barbara L. Jacobs
Diane K. Jantzi
Rebecca C. Johnstone
Dawn L. Kaercher
Pamela J. Kimble
Martin Larson
Malcolm Lines Jr.
Christopher S. Link
Susan Renee Link
Dianne M. Lord
Jeffrey Donald Main
Lori Mathis
Christine Miller
Cheryl L. Montross
Steven Robert Moyer
Diane Price
Susan E. Rasmussen
Mary L. Ritenour
Lisa R. Robinson
Sharon Ruth Ruiter
Charles V. Scott
Lila Mae Seest
Meredith A. Steiner
Betsy Gay Stoltzfus
Rebecca Leah Tacket
Steven P. Tait
Carol Lynn Taylor
Sara Mckeen Triehy
Kendra J. Tsibouris
James C. Venman
Can i Vucish
Shari K. Wagner
Sharon Lynn Willms
Timothy Alan Willms
Jeffrey L. Wilson
Debbie A. Wright
Jennifer L. Zebrun
Class of 1989
Timothy W. Abramowitz
Michael E. Ayres
Brian David Baab
Teresa Bailey
Cheri Lynn Bennett
Jolene B. Biberstine
Brenda Jane Bowman
David L. Burk
Kimberley J. Byrom
Renee C. Clor
Paul Allen Czemiak
Lisa Faye Davidson
David A. Doud
David Alan Driskill
Donald A. Drozd
Rebecca Lynn Dye
Stephen D. Dye
Susan Marie Dye
Ann Marie Dykes
Steve Elkins
James Lawton Evans
'uhd
Roger L. Foreman
Sandra Lee Foreman
Jo Ann M. Freyermuth
Linda Frye
Benjamin C. Garrison
Mark E. George
Kimberley M. Gilmour
Dannah Kay Gresh
Jennifer S. Griffin
Sherie Lynn Grove
Deborah Ann Hanssen
Lisa D. Herroon
Cheryl Ann Holt
Kathryn K. Howard
Sandra Marie Hudon
Donald S. Humphreys
Dawn Marie Jantzi
Robert Joiner
Tracy Joiner
R. Gene Kaercher
Kathleen Ann Kenney
Susan Lynne Kauer
Danielle Kirkpatrick
Danny Kevin Kloha
John Edwin Krueger
Mark Richard Lamb
Michelle Lamb
John Philip Law
Shelley R. Lopez
Brent Matthew Lydic
Bruce W. Martin
Kristin M. Martin
Julia A. Miller
Russell David Mock
Bethany R. Most
Joyce V. Nazarian
Paul Allan Norman
Peter Pantzer
Connie L. Paradis
Silas Pearson
Mary L. Perkins
Sharon Jean Reede
Susan G. Rogers
Michael Lee Rose
Norman Fred Russell
eport
James D. Smelser
Dea Lynn Shaw
Christine L. Sommers
David C. Sommers
Julia M. Stempel
Trenton Todd Stokes
Tamra Sue Terrill
Loren G. Tucker
Susan L. Tucker
Kevin Joseph Tupps
Jennifer Ve Strand
Timothy S. Wagner
Julia Walter
Penny Leigh Watkins
Teresa A. Weiss
Carol Diann Wiggins
Jennifer Williamson
Charisse Ann Wolf
Cheryl Ann Workman
Lynette J. Yousey
Class of 1990
Pamela S. Diehl
Joelle Dudrow
Joy Lynnee Jarvis
Robert M. Koch
Dino Tsibouris
Class of 1991
Robert W. Brown
Laura A. Norman
Class of 1993
Carla Lea Fannin
We did our best to be sure we included every alumnus who participated in the Annual Fund
from July 1990 to June 1991. However, if we overlooked you, please let us know:
Annual Fund Office, Cedarville College, P.O. Box 601, Cedarville, OH 45314-0601.
Again, thank you to the 1,851 alumni who participated in
the 1990-1991 Annual Fund.
THERE ARE STILL A FEW MORE DAYS!
Perhaps you would like to join your classmates in PARTNERS 90-91. The fiscal year ends June 30, so there is still
time to add your name to the list and become a PARTNER with our students.
What does your gift to the Annual Fund help provide? It helps:
1. Compensate Faculty and Staff. They are the key ingredient to a Cedarville education,
and they build into students' lives like they built into yours.
2. Provide Educational Equipment. Students need adequate library materials, classroom
equipment, computer hardware and software, and laboratory materials to test theories, do
research and present findings.
3. Provide Further Financial Assistance to Students. A portion of the Annual Fund is given to
students through Financial Aid in the form of grants and scholarships.
4. Maintain Facilities. With almost 25 buildings and 200 acres of campus, the College facilities
are extensive and must be maintained, repaired, or improved.
5. Underwrite Co-curricular Activities. Chapel, resident hall activities, intramurals, and
Christian ministries are sponsored in part by the Annual Fund.
To become a part of the Annual Fund, please send your gift to:
ANNUAL FUND OFFICE
Cedarville College
P.O. Box 601
Cedarville, OH 45314-0601
8 Summer '91
The Master's Touch Quartet performed their last official
concert on Saturday, March 9, 1991 at Grace Baptist
Church in Cedarville, Ohio. Bob Beikert '85, Jeff Beste
'86, Mike Law '88, and Jim Unger '86 began singing
together during the summer of 1985 on an MIS trip to
Australia. In the six years they were together, the quartet
performed over 200 concerts and produced a tape of their
favorites.
On April 5, the College broke ground for the new science/
engineering/nursing building which is scheduled for completion in
September 1992. The three-story, 68,000 square foot structure
will adjoin the present 27,000 square foot Science Center.
AillARng
Alumni Scholarships
Today the Alumni Association offers scholarships
through 11 departments to outstanding freshmen,
sophomores, or juniors in the amount of $500 each.
Jesse Woes°Ilnk
Angela Mouser
Julie Fillinger
Peter Ca saletto
Mark Miller
Aaron Welch
Waynr Leichty
Robert Rodebaugh
Stacey 011gee
Susan Nicholson
(not pictured: Jody Culp)
In the June 28, 1894 issue of The Xenia
Gazette, the opening of Cedarville
College offered a free scholarship to the
highest honor student in each of the high
schools of Greene County. Tuition was
$20 for the year.
Our Alumni A Military
Affected Mission Field
By War
Follow-up
Since our Spring issue of the Inspire, the Alumni
Office has received information about many of our
alumni who were involved in the Persian Gulf
conflict. We have continued compiling a list of
those men and women and share them with you in
this update.
Jeff Bowser '82
Captain Jim Conley '84
Major Ted Nichols '75; U.S. Army Chaplain
Commander Val Roloff, USN '65
Kanani
Update
The Kanani family experienced great trials
during the Persian Gulf crisis. While Roxanne
(Butler '69) remained in the States caring for
four children and carrying on the ministry of
Campus Bible Fellowship, Sami was trapped in
Iraq caring for his ailing mother. Sami's
mother underwent two difficult kidney surger-
ies and passed away on March 3. He was able
to leave Baghdad by bus on Friday, March 9,
and arrived in Amman, Jordan, 24 hours later.
The bus he rode was stopped nine times during
the trip, and Sami had to present his identifica-
tion showing his U.S. citizenship. On
March 17, the Kanani family was reunited after
seven months of separation.
Cedarville College saw low attendance and many
cutbacks during World War 11 (1941-1945). But in
the 1948 Cedrus, the first yearbook printed follow-
ing the war, happier times were evident. An entire
page was devoted to a successful Homecoming that
year. The student body crowned Cedarville's only
woman veteran, Mrs. Livia (Oncha '50) Check,
Homecoming Queen.
Major Ted Nichols '75 shared his Operation
Desert Storm experience with the student body
during chapel on April 15, 1991. The following
are excerpts of an interview with CDR Radio
Announcer Jon Skillman '65.
JS: Ted, you are an alumnus of Cedarville College.
Tell us a little of your background and the length of
your service.
TN: I graduated in 1975 with a degree in History
and stayed in Cedarville for one year due to a vested
interest in a young lady on campus. Karen (Grigsby
'77N) and I married in 1976 and we moved to
Michigan were I attended seminary at Grand Rapids
Baptist. After graduating in 1980, I joined the
service in 1981, and we relocated to Fort Bliss in
Texas.
JS: Your ministry as chaplain for your unit took a
twist while you were stationed in Iraq. Describe a
little of that for us.
TN: I've heard it described that war is 90% bore-
dom and 10% sheer terror. With over 1,000 men in
the unit it was during the preparation time that I was
able to spend a lot of individual time with the men.
They questioned their purpose in life, and it led to a
prime time to share the gospel with many. Over 50
men in our unit were saved. As the ground war
grew close, the major concerns of the men turned to
fear and longevity of their person. There were a lot
of open doors.
JS: The change in environment for these men must
have helped.
TN: Yes, being away from their normal everyday
routine left time for soul searching and building
interpersonal relationships. Some realized that God
had a plan for their lives.
JS: God has put you in a military mission field.
Would you have chosen this?
TN: It certainly is a difficult lifestyle. I wouldn't
choose to leave my family for six months or go
through the deprivation which we experienced, but I
wouldn't trade this experience for anything. God
provided this opportunity and I was glad to be part
of it. It seems that what Saddam Hussein meant for
evil God meant for good: to bring many soldiers to
Himself and to revive the U.S. people in areas of
prayer and trust. I trust God to do great things and
continue spiritual growth among the troops.
profile continued
nity situation, came to help. During a community
meeting in the Shack, Rutzebeck found that the
people had various skills: farming, sewing, shoemak-
ing, baking, and gardening. They were willing to
teach others their trades. Then he wrote a list of
needs which were primarily food, clothing, and
medical assistance.
At Rutzebeck's suggestion the community of
Scotts Run began to bake bread. They built a dutch
oven of discarded bricks, and used donated pans
from a local bakery, government surplus food, and
store-bought items that the government did not
supply. Each day and twice on Saturday, the
community baked bread, and that was how the
reciprocal economy began—with a bread business.
The community then began a collection system in
the cities, similar to Goodwill and the Salvation
Army. They found an old building at one of the
abandoned mines and made it into a clothing and
furniture salvage center. People gave their time and
talents to clean, mend, and even make clothes from
scratch.
They also acquired some land which was donated
by a man who had bought it for $30 in back taxes.
After clearing the land of blackthorn and sweetening the
soil with lime(acquired from the Works Progress Ad-
ministration), the community planted and harvested
vegetables. They canned almost everything. The first
year, by operating 25 pressure cookers (each holding
seven quarts at a time) 24 hours a day for six weeks, the
people preserved a total of 60,000 cans of food. Selling
some of the produce to local grocers provided money to
run the reciprocal economy.
The Scotts Run Reciprocal Economy involved
approximately 500 families. In return for their labors,
they were paid in SRRE scrip valued at 12 1/2 cents for
a half hour's work. A local auditor kept track of how
much scrip was handed out, and the exchange post
offered refurbished items to those using the "money."
At first, the biggest challenge was getting people of the
community to take part. When they began to realize
that the Reciprocal Economy was started so that they
could reap the benefits, there was no real opposition.
On occasion the mine owners would comment, "You
better just stick to religion and keep your nose out of
our business," but that did not threaten Franklin Trubee.
Another important phase of the work was the medical
program. Since no funds were available from the county,
an elderly doctor, W.W. Stonestreet, attended to
those along Scotts Run as long as transportation was
provided. He also taught some of the women
midwifery and conducted well-baby clinics.
For Franklin Trubee, the most satisfying experi-
ences in Scotts Run were watching people realize
that they could help each other and observing the
spiritual growth which occurred.
The ties which bound Franklin Trubee to Scotts
Run were never completely severed, for he
remained in touch through the Reverend Rocken-
stein, the second Presbyterian missionary appointed
to Monongalia County. The Trubees visited the
area on the 50th anniversary of the Shack just a few
years ago.
Since his retirement from the ministry in 1980,
Trubee has continued his missionary involvement in
Canton, Ohio, where he has organized an all-
volunteer program to distribute food to the needy.
He says the program is strongly influenced by his
experience with the Scotts Run Reciprocal Econ-
omy in Monongalia County during the Great
Depression.
9 Summer '91
Dr. Maryalyce Jeremiah '65 was voted Big West
Coach of the Year by her peers before the March
NCAA playoffs. Jeremiah guided the Titan
women's basketball squad (California State
University, Fullerton) to a 22-6 record season—the
most wins ever in the team's history.
Dr. Richard Baldwin was in Russia during spring break to lecture in
the Foreign Language Institute of Gorky (Nizhny Novgorod). He
addressed topics of management, international business, and
doing business in the U.S. for a group of industrial managers and
for students and faculty of the Institute. He distributed Bibles and
Christian literature to individuals and was able to place Bibles in the
public library. Dr. Baldwin also fellowshipped with believers in the
Baptist Church of Gorky and preached during the morning service.
Arrangements for the project were made by Ziebell Associates
through the Slavic Gospel Association in Wheaton, Illinois.
Aumnotes
Class News
Heritage
Doyle (Pyles '25N) Collin lived in California for 39
years where she taught school for 21 years. Three
years ago she moved back to Springfield, Ohio, where
she resides in the 75 year-old former Shawnee Hotel. It
is now a senior citizen residence. Doyle has traced the
genealogies of her father and mother. She is a member
of the Daughters of the American Revolution and the
United Methodist Church. She is looking forward to a trip
to the Appalachia area to visit missionaries.
Donald Kyle '28 who served the Cedarville area as a
medical doctor for 51 years, retired in 1986. Dr. Kyle is
still active in the village and is a familiar sight on the
campus of Cedarville College.
Beatrice (Pyles '34) Vermillion lives in Springfield,
Ohio, with her 16 year old dog. Mrs. Vermillion reared
two daughters. One is a teacher/librarian in Westerville,
Ohio, who has given Bea a granddaughter and a
grandson. A second daughter is a 16-year- veteran of
the U.S. Air Force and a major. She is an exchange
student in the Canadian Air Command School in
Toronto, Canada.
Lenora (Skinnell '32) MacMillan is very active in the
Cedarville Presbyterian Church where she directs the
church choir and occasionally plays the organ. Lenora
has a great granddaughter and four great grandsons!
Her husband, Rankin, died eight years ago.
'60s
Lawrence Killian '64 is one of four authors whose
article appeared in the May 6, 1991 issue of Life Sci-
ences. Larry has been a faculty member at
Cedarville College for 23 years.
Maryalyce Jeremiah '65 was named NCAA National
Region VIII Coach of the Year. Maryalyce was earlier
named Big West Conference Coach of the Year. She
coaches women's basketball at California State Univer-
sity, Fullerton.
Val Roloff '65, who served as a naval commander
during Desert Storm, returned to the U.S. in April. Val,
a toxicologist, headed the department of preventative
medicine and environmental health in Saudi Arabia.
Thanks, Val, for a job well done.
James Engelmann '66 has been appointed operations
manager for two AC Rochester General Motors plants
in Flint, Michigan.
'70s
Darryl Miller '71 is an independent project consultant in
Nashville, Tennessee. For a number of years he was
the music department administrator and associate
organist at Coral Ridge Church in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. Darryl chaired the annual Church Music
Explosion, performed in and conducted the handbell
program. He also developed and directed the Coral
Ridge School of the Arts, directed the annual Vesper
Organ Recital Series and appeared in Concert Series
events. Darryl has presented church music workshops,
organ recitals and lecture/recitals and accompanied
choirs and soloists throughout the United States, in
Europe and in Canada. Darryl and his wife, Susan,
have one daughter.
Rod Robison '75 has been awarded a Silver Angel
Award from Excellence in Media for two comedy radio
promotional spots he wrote and produced for Family
Life Radio Network. Rod is director of development for
Family Life Radio in Tucson, Arizona.
Carol (Ockert '75) Treachler had her book, From Start
to Clean Up, published by Victor Publishing Co. The
book contains helpful information on how to be success-
ful in planning church and mission banquets.
Joel Harriman '77 completed a master of religious
education program at Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary.
Joel has pastored New Richland Baptist Church, Belle
Center, Ohio, for the past seven years. His wife is the
former Janet Carr '77. They have four children.
Mike Nelson '78 is director of the Calhoun County
Crisis Pregnancy Center in Battle Creek, Michigan.
Mike needs volunteers and prayers. Will you help?
Contact him at 616-963-6206.
10 Summer '91
Bill Abernathy '79 has accepted the call to pastor his
home church, Immanuel Baptist Church in Columbus,
Ohio. Bill and his wife Peggy (Van Der Hoven '79) have
three children, Kristie, Joshua, and Caleb.
'80s
Raphael Wolff '80 was named to Who's Who in
Education in 1989 and Who's Who in Religion
in1990 for outstanding academics and professional
contribution. Raphael teaches English at Lakeview
Middle School and Warsaw High School in Warsaw,
Indiana. His wife is the former Ellen Redding '79.
David Lord '81 is a senior counselor in Protective
Services of the Florida Department of Health and
Rehabilitation Services. He also serves as minister
of music for the Ft. Lauderdale Grace Brethren
Church. His wife Lisa (Wisnaski '81) has returned
to school in pursuit of a nursing degree.
Paul and Joanne (Fillippelli '82N) Ingis left in
June 1991 for a short term missionary stay in Bang-
ladesh under the Association of Baptists for World
Evangelism. Paul is working as a financial manager/
controller for a missionary on leave and Joanne, a
nurse, will assist in the medical functions of the
mission hospital.
Gary Jacobs '83 was ordained to the gospel
ministry on September 20, 1990, at Calvary Baptist
Church in Byesville, Ohio. He is the assistant pastor
at Calvary. Gary and his wife, Cindy (Groves '82)
have two children, Amy and Gary Steven.
Rick Wilson '83 has joined the staff of Clearcreek
Chapel in Springboro, Ohio, as associate pastor.
Rick and his wife Debra (Barnett '82) have two
children, Micah and Nathan.
James Conley '84 has returned safely from the
Persian Gulf where he was deployed with his B-52 in
Operation Desert Storm. The Conleys are expect-
ing their first child in October.
An ordination service was held on March 24, 1991
for Frank Tallerico '84 at the Bigelow Church in
Portsmouth, Ohio, where he is in his second year of
ministry. Frank and his wife, Keri, have two chil-
dren.
Alan McCain '86 has accepted the position of corn-
puter systems coordinator at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois. He previously
worked for Christian Medical and Dental Society.
Alan and Alise (Alexander '86) have a son,
Paul, 1.
R. Lynne (Bartlett '86) Slack was among 30 who
were on the Dean's Honor Roll at the University of
Wyoming's College of Law for fall semester 1990.
To be eligible, Lynn had to maintain a 3.25 average.
Karla (Simpson '86) Watson works in the human
resource department of Scripture Press in Schaum-
burg, Illinois. Bob '88 is an aviator for Liberty Insur-
ance Company.
Amy Allen '87 trains victim advocates for the State
Office of Criminal Justice in Detroit, Michigan.
Rebecca (Sinclair '87) Crossman presently is
teaching in a Christian school in Carson City,
Michigan, after having taught Jerusalem studies to
the seventh and eighth graders in an Anglican
school in Jerusalem. Rebecca and her husband,
Philip, returned to the United States in July 1990.
Timothy Day '87 was named legislative director for
Congressman David Hobson's Washington D.C.
office. Day previously served as senior legislative
assistant for Congressman Joe Barton.
Thurman Payton '87, new assistant pastor at First
Baptist Church in Okemos, Michigan, is in charge of
music and youth. Senior pastor, Doug Phillips '82,
is a member of the Alumni Council. Lisa (Henry
'87), Thurman's wife, is an office supervisor at Adia
Personnel in the Lansing area.
Walter Taylor '87, legislative assistant for Con-
gressman John Kasich in Washington, D.C., was
named Staff Member of the Month for March 1991.
Second Lt. Dan Hale '88 continues his involvement
in Desert Storm as he flies troops home to the
United States.
Cathy Anderson '89 is a student recruiter and "PR
person" for the Foundation for Free Enterprise Edu-
cation located in Pennsylvania.
One In Christ
Pamela Swanson '83 married Stuart Song on
August 11, 1990, at Chapel Hill Christian and Missionary
Alliance Church in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
Karen Entingh '84 and Doug Eastham were united in
marriage on May 19, 1990.
Diane Moats '84 exchanged wedding vows with Doug
Perkins at Northfield Baptist Church, Northfield, Ohio, on
May 19, 1990.
Mark Walter '85N and Jody Anderson were pronounced
husband and wife at First Baptist Church, Perry, Iowa,
on March 30, 1991.
Beth Deranek '88 and Eric Spieker '86 joined their
lives together on March 31, 1990. The wedding took
place at Shawnee Hills Baptist Church in Jamestown,
Ohio.
Debbie Baker '88 married Michael Hobbs on
September 17, 1988, in the Church of the Nazarene,
Fairview Village, Pennsylvania. The couple now lives in
Lynchburg, Virginia, where Debbie is employed in the
intensive care unit of Virginia Baptist Hospital.
Tammie Nasse '88 married Derek Towser at Faith Bible
Church in Sprakers, New York, on September 15, 1990.
Valerie Teed '88 and Joel Christensen '90N were
united in marriage at Calvary Baptist Church, Sault Ste.
Marie, Michigan, on July 29, 1989. Valerie is a CPA and
Joel has an engineering internship at Dow Chemical in
Midland, Michigan.
Donna Blumenstock '89 and Stephen Fisher '89 were
united in holy matrimony on July 7, 1990, at First Baptist
Church, Hackensack, New Jersey. Donna teaches
fourth grade in the Delaware, Ohio, public schools, and
Steve is a technical writer for Cooper Industries in the
Columbus area.
Sherie Grove '89 and Jeffrey Main '88 exchanged
vows at Evangel Baptist Church, Dale City, Virginia, on
April 20, 1991.
Margaret Wildman '89 and Lee Richter became one on
November 24, 1990. They live in Midland, Texas, where
Margaret teaches fourth grade and Lee is owner of
Circle RW Lawn and Tree Service.
Robyn Graham '90 and John Kohlmeyer '89
exchanged vows at First Baptist Church, Elkhart,
Indiana, on July 14, 1990.
Rebecca Smith '90 and J.D. Martin were united in
marriage on December 29, 1990. Rebecca relocated to
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, where her husband is in
the Marine Corps.
Janell Weaver '91 and Timothy Young '89 were
married on May 4, 1991, at First Baptist Church in
Barron, Wisconsin.
Handiwork
Of God
Tom and Gay (Williams '73) Contino happily announce
the safe arrival of twin sons: Martin Daniel, 6 lbs., 1 oz., and
Aaron William, 6 lbs. 3 oz., born December 17, 1991. Kyle,
1 1/2, is their first-born.
Jonathan '76 and Dee (Perry '76) Mitchell welcomed
Timothy Isaac (T.I.M.) on February 25, 1991, weighing in at
9 lbs. 1 oz. and measuring 21 in. Completing the family are
Joel, 10, Nathan, 8, and Marcus, 7.
Michael and Nancy (Reu '77) Cisowski welcomed
Rebecca Lynn on April 13, 1991. She weighed 8 lbs.
and measured 20 3/4 in. Her brother is Jeff, age 4.
Timothy and Donna (Radcliffe '77) Thompson eagerly
awaited the arrival of Allison Joy. She joined the family on
January 18, 1991, weighing 8 lbs. 9 oz. and measuring
21 in. Smiling their approval are Logan, 10, Austin, 8, and
Donald, 4 1/2.
Bob and Grace (Longnecker '78) Henrie were doubly
blessed with the births of Adam Neil and Benjamin David on
April 14, 1991. The boys join their brothers Seth, 5 1/2, and
Jared, 4.
Doug and Joan (Surso '79) Jeunnette announced the
arrival of Andrew Douglas on June 29, 1990. He weighed
7 lbs. 1 1/2 oz and was 20 in. long. Andrew joins Leah, 4.
Gary '79 and Gay (Putman '79) Welton were blessed with
a son, Benjamin Doyle, on March 7, 1991. He weighed
7 lbs. 12 oz. and measured 20 in. He was greeted by
Andrew, 3.
Lee '80 and Angela (Brown '81) Randall are happy to
announce the birth of Rachel Lee born on December 14,
1990. She weighed 8 lbs. 8 oz. and was 20 3/4 in. long.
Drew, 5, and Annalise, 3, are happy to have a new sister.
Charles and Janis (Traphagen '81) Felts are the proud
parents of Evie Joy, born on December 8, 1990. She
weighed 7 lbs. 4 oz. and measured 19 1/2 in. Elizabeth
Joy, 4, and Emily Joy, 2, are pleased with their sister.
David '81 and Kelly Lewis proudly announce the birth of
Rachel Grace, born on January 8, 1991. Rachel weighed
8 lbs. 7 oz. and measured 22 in. Mary Elizabeth waited
patiently at home. Dave is the pastor of Grace Bible
Church in Cessna Park, Illinois.
David '81 and Nancy (Price '81) Price added Stephanie
Ann to their family tree on February 3, 1991. She weighed
The Cedarville College Emergency Medical
Technicians have formed an alumni
advisory group to provide information,
expertise, and gifts to the emergency
medical service. Jack Smith II '90 has
been instrumental in motivating alumni who
were EMTs at Cedarville to become
involved.
Barbara Beikert '77 was nominated to receive a Dove Award
at the annual awards ceremony held in Nashville, Tennesee,
in April. According to Barb, her work on the cover of the new
Geoffrey Benward album, "Set It Into Motion," involved the
longest photo shoot ever, but it was well worth it! Barb owns
her own graphic design business in Nashville and has
designed album covers for Billy & Sarah Gaines and LarneIle
Harris.
6 lbs. 11 oz. and was 20 in. long. Andrew, 14 mo., is
happy with his new playmate.
John and Michelle (Moser '81) Schwenkel proudly
announce the birth of Daniel, born on September 26,
1990. He weighed 7 lbs. 8 oz.
Carey '81 and Trudy (Tangblade '81) Weaver wel-
comed Jeremy Allen on January 9, 1991. He was
203/4 in. long and weighed 9 lbs. 15 1/2 oz. Alyssa, 3,
was part of the welcoming committee.
Steve and Michelle (Randall '82) Bruns were thrilled
with the birth of Stephanie Lei on January 10, 1990.
Their son, Michael, was 2 at the time.
Bob '82N and Pam (Burtner '77) Goodrich were
thrilled when Elizabeth Diane arrived on Sept. 29, 1990.
She weighed 9 lbs. 4 oz. and was 21 1/2 in. At home
were Emily, 7, Justin, 5, and Jared, 2.
Mark '82 and Dawn (Ostrum '84) Mathews were
thrilled with the birth of Greg Andrew on April 3, 1991.
Greg weighed 7 lbs. 14 oz. and was 20 1/2 in. long.
Melissa, 4, and Daniel, 2, waited at home.
Mark '82 and Pam Morley welcomed Matthew Ray on
March 21, 1991. He weighed 7 lbs. 14 oz. and was
19 in. long.
Brad '83N and Kimberly (Bensink '84) Inbody are
happy to announce the birth of Joel Bradley, born
November 22, 1990. He weighed 9 lbs. and was 21 in.
long.
Jack and Amy (Hancock '83) Thomas call their little
addition Emily Suzanne. She weighed 9 lbs. 3 oz. and
was 21 in. long when she was born on April 4, 1991.
David '84 and Angela (Johnston '84N) Jones were
happy when Madison K. M. Jones was born on
October 8, 1989. He weighed 9 lbs. 12 oz.
John '84 and Carla Powell proudly announce the birth
of Caitlin Rose born March 21, 1991. She weighed
7 lbs. 6 oz. and was 20 1/2 in. long.
Gary '84 and Debbie Rose are blessed by the arrival of
twin daughters: Megan Marie, 5 lbs. 12 oz., 18 1/2 in.,
and Jennifer Lynn, 5 lbs. 5 oz., 18 in. They were born
on August 4, 1990.
James '84 and Sheryl Switzer welcomed Joseph John
on January 21, 1991. He weighed 9 lbs. and was
20 1/4 in. Jimmy, 7, and Anna Ruth, 4, are also
members of the Switzer family.
Don '84 and Debbie Wagner welcomed Douglas Allen
on March 19,1991. He weighed 8 lbs. 3 1/2 oz. and
was 20 in. Ashley, his sister, is 23 months old.
Dan '85N and Lynn (Dzedzy '84) Eppehimer wel-
comed Andrew Michael to the family on October 21,
1990. He joins Daniel, 2 1/2.
Steve '85 and Diane (Cooper '86) Freeman were
thrilled at the birth of Derek Richard. He weighed 8 lbs.
1 oz. and measured 20 3/4 in.
Nathan and Lori (Leach '85) Meeker are the proud
parents of Ryan Matthew born on February 5, 1991.
His statistics are 7 lbs. 11 oz., 101/2 in.
Gail and Cheryl (Clayton '85) Swords were thrilled with
the births of Amber Lelah, 5 lbs. 1 oz., and Allan James,
5 lbs. 7 oz. The twins were born on September 25,
1990.
Mike '86 and Jenny (Reeves '87) Donahoe are proud
to announce the birth of Kaylee Rebecca born on
December 1, 1990. She weighed 8 lbs. 3 oz.
Brian '86 and Donna (Windish '87) Fasick are pleased
to announce the arrival of Nathaniel Robert. Born on
March 7, 1991, Nathaniel weighed 7 lbs. 15 oz. and
measured 21 1/2 in.
Brian '86 and Lois (Masters '86) Hedges welcomed
Zachary Thomas on January 28, 1991. He weighed
6 lbs. 10 oz.
Joe and April (Avey '86) Veres happily announce the
birth of Kyle Brandon, born February 4, 1991. He
weighed 7 lbs. 7oz. and was 20 1/4 in. Joseph, 2, is
happy with his new brother.
Dale and Diana (Heitzman '87) Greenhalgh are the
proud parents of Gretchen Jane born on November 14,
1990. She weighed a healthy 7 lbs. 4 oz. and measured
191/2 in.
Scott '87 and Marcy (Dresbach '83) Van Meter are
thrilled with the birth of Hilary Brooke born on March 1,
1991. She weighed 8 lbs. 12 oz. Justin, 20 mo., is her
brother.
Aum Events
June 7
June 10
July 8
July 10-13
July 13
August 4
September 15
September 6, 7, 8
September 20-21
October 18-19
Family Night/Reds Baseball
Rive'front Stadium
Summer Scholar Program Luncheon
Atmosphere Room
Alumnae Luncheon
Atmosphere Room
Summer Enrichment Conference
Alford Annex
Alumni Golf Tournament
Locust Hill Golf Course
Heritage Trip to Zanesville
Zanesville, Ohio
Heritage to Reds Game
Rivedi.ont Stadium
Shaw Festival
Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Canada
Alumni Council meeting
Business Admin. Bldg.
Homecoming: Festival of Friendships
Campus
For more information on any of the above events, call the Alumni
Office at 513-766-2211 ext. 331.
Randall and Deborah (Dysert '87) Wright welcomed
Preston Lee on January 25, 1991. He weighed 8 lbs.
6 oz.
David '87 and Gina (Long '87) Zehrung are happy to
announce the birth of Landis Taylor, born April 9, 1991.
He weighed 7 lbs. 12 oz. and measured
21 1/2 in. long.
Randy '88 and Janet Amos are happy to announce the
birth of Jared Michael, born March 20, 1991. Jared
weighed 8 lbs. 1 oz.
Mark '88 and Mary (McVey '88) Fairhurst are the
proud parents of Rebekah Lynn, born February 9, 1991.
She was 7 lbs. 4 oz. and 19 1/2 in. Katherine is her
16 month-old sister.
Michael and Debbie (Baker '88) Hobbs are delighted
with Jessica Joy, born on June 27, 1990. She weighed
7 lbs. 9 oz. and measured 21 in.
Deaths
Angus Murray '39 died on August 20, 1990. After 36
years as English professor and head of the general
education department of Vermont Technical College, he
was named professor emeritus by the Vermont State
College Board of Trustees when he retired in 1981.
Angus was 74.
Bryan Armstrong '83 died in an automobile accident
on February 28, 1991. The resident of South Haven,
Michigan, was an English major at Cedarville. He is
survived by his father, Joseph, his mother, Beverly, and
two sisters, Cynthia (Armstrong '84) Fisher and
Andrea Armstrong. Bryan was 29.
Earl Willetts died on October 10, 1990. He was a
Cedarville College trustee for 36 years. A dormitory
was named in his honor in 1985.
Campus Calendar
June 13-21
June 14-16
June 28
July 1-6
July 10-13
July 14-20
July 18-Aug 2
July 22-27
September 5-6
Child Evangelism Fellowship
Alford Annex
Family Retreat
Student Center
Cheerleading Camp
Athletic Center
Girls Basketball Camp
Athletic Center
(grades 8-12)
Salute to Summer
Chapel
Boys Basketball Camp
Athletic Center
(grades 5-9)
Baptist Mid-Missions
College Center
Boys Basketball Camp
Athletic Center
(grades 9-12)
Cedarville Baptist Open
Reid Park and Locust Hills Golf Courses
or more information on any of the above events, call the Campus
Activities Office, 513-766-2211 ext. 507.
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Be sure your name is included in the 1992
Cedarville Alumni Directory. Update our
records by contacting the Alumni Office with
your new name, address, or profession.
Keep up with the Joneses, or the Smiths, or
the ..., and help them keep up with you.
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P.O. Box 601
Cedarville, OH 45314-0601
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Homecoming is a great time to come back to campus to
renew friendships and reunite with classmates. But the com-
ment we hear most often is, "How do I know who is here?" or
"I haven't seen anyone I know!" We have planned some
great occasions to encourage "bumping into those you know"
at this year's Homecoming. A special Alumni Chapel will
take place with two locations for opportunity to register and
check in. So if you're looking for someone, don't rely on
wandering up and down Main Street. Come to the Alumni
Chapel, featuring faculty, administrators, puppets, and
music—and sign in!
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Friday
•6:00 p. 8:00 p.m 
0m: ober 18, 1991
10:00 
a.
 State of the College Address
Hall of Fame Banquet
President Dixon
Prism Concert
10:00 p.m Bonfire
Saturday
October 19, 1991
8:00 a.m. MIS Breakfast
9:00 a.m. Road Run (and it will be road!)
10:00 a.m. Parade
11:00 a.m. Alumni Chapel
12:00 noon Picnic Lunch
1:00 p.m Alumni Soccer Game
3:00 p.m Varsity Soccer—Yellow Jackets vs.
I.U.P.U.I.
7:00 p.m. Class reunions—check schedules
7:00 p.m. Buddy Green Concert
Class 1986 Reunion
Reunion Committee:
Jeff Beste
Michelle Longo
Ben Smith
111
Friday
10:00 p.m. Meet at the Bonfire
Saturday
10:00 a.m. Ride the double decker bus in the parade
12-2 p.m. Lunch in Gavelyte Deli
second floor of Athletic Center
Entertainment by Jim Leibler and Mark Home
7:00 p.m. Buddy Green Concert
Young's Run immediately following
Look for your reservation card in the August mail!
Class 1961 Reunion
Reunion Coordinator:
Marlene Bress
Saturday
4:00 p.m Reception in the Counseling -
Conference Room, Collins Hall
5:00 p.m. Dinner in the PDR
7:00 p.m. Buddy Green Concert
Class 1966 Reunion
Saturday
9:00 a.m. Breakfast reception in the home of
President & Mrs. Dixon
BBI Reunion (Class of 1953-55)
Reunion Coordinator:
Norma Deranek
Plans are being made. Watch your
June mail for information.
•
